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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF  1 

SARA J. ERFANI 2 

I. INTRODUCTION 3 

Q1. Please state your name and business address.  4 

A. My name is Sara J. Erfani and my business address is 201 W. Lake St., Ste. 151, Chicago, 5 

Illinois 60606. 6 

Q2. On whose behalf are you submitting this testimony? 7 

A. I am submitting this testimony on behalf of Eligo Energy OH, LLC ("Eligo").  Eligo is an 8 

electric services company as defined in R.C. 4928.01 and is certified to provide competitive 9 

retail electric service pursuant to R.C. 4928.08 and the Public Utilities Commission of 10 

Ohio’s (“Commission”) November 4, 2020  Entry in Case No. 12-2571-EL-CRS.  Eligo is 11 

operating under Certificate No. 12-578 effective November 2, 2020, with an expiration 12 

date of November 2, 2022.    13 

Q3. What is your role with respect to Eligo? 14 

A.  I am Corporate & Compliance Counsel for Eligo Energy LLC and its subsidiaries, 15 

including Eligo.  16 

Q4. Please describe your educational background. 17 

A. I graduated from Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky with a Bachelor of Arts 18 

degree in Economics and Business Administration.  I earned a Master’s in Business 19 

Administration degree from the University of Kentucky Gatton College of Business and 20 

Economics in Lexington, Kentucky.  Lastly, I earned a juris doctor degree from DePaul 21 

University College of Law in Chicago, Illinois.  22 
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Q5. Please describe your professional experience.  1 

A. In 2016 and 2017, I clerked at law firms in Chicago, Illinois.  In 2017, I began working as 2 

Legal and Compliance Analyst for Eligo Energy LLC and its subsidiaries.  In 2018, I was 3 

promoted to my current role as Corporate and Compliance Counsel.  4 

Q6. What are your present duties and responsibilities as Corporate and Compliance 5 

Counsel? 6 

A. In my current role, I am responsible for various legal and regulatory matters, including 7 

monitoring, developing, and implementing Eligo’s practices and procedures to ensure 8 

compliance with applicable laws and regulations in various states.  In addition, I oversee, 9 

respond to, and settle consumer complaints with Eligo Energy LLC and its subsidiaries, 10 

including those submitted to regulatory agencies, such as the Commission.  11 

Q7. Have you previously testified before any state regulatory commission? 12 

A. No. I have not previously testified before the Commission or any other state regulatory 13 

commission. 14 

Q8. What is the purpose of your testimony? 15 

A. My testimony explains the customer account history of AdTech Systems Research, Inc. 16 

("Complainant") with Eligo for the provision of competitive retail electric service. 17 

Complainant is a commercial customer in Dayton Power & Light Company’s (now AES 18 

Ohio) service territory with three commercial accounts (the "Premises").  My testimony 19 

also explains the interactions that Eligo, including those I had with the Complainant, and 20 

more specifically, with the owner, Mr. Soni.  My testimony concludes that, in my 21 

regulatory experience, Eligo complied with Ohio Adm.  Code Chapter 4901, the applicable 22 
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rules, regulations, and orders of the Commission, and applicable utility tariffs at all times 1 

when supplying competitive retail electric service to Complainant from September 22, 2 

2017 through March 23, 2021.  Further, as Eligo Energy LLC’s compliance counsel and 3 

complaint and regulatory specialist, and in my regulatory opinion, I did not identify any 4 

noncompliance on behalf of Eligo and aver that consistent with the Commission’s rules, 5 

Eligo properly notified Complainant of its contract expiration and properly billed  6 

Complainant for retail electric service during the applicable time period. 7 

Q9. What exhibits are you sponsoring in this proceeding?  8 

A. I am sponsoring the following exhibits, which are attached to my testimony: 9 

 Exhibit A – Complainant’s Service Agreement titled “Commercial Electric Supply 10 

Terms of Service Agreement” 11 

 Exhibit B - Expiration Notice Bill Messages 12 

 Exhibit C - Rate History 13 

 Exhibit D – Complainant’s Admissions 14 

 Exhibit E – Complainant’s Sample Utility Bill 15 

Q10. What information have you reviewed to prepare your testimony? 16 

A. I have reviewed the Complaint, all other filings, and Complainant’s documents and 17 

discovery responses filed or provided in Case No. 21-341-EL-CSS.  I have also reviewed 18 

Complainant's account history for the Premises, as documented in Eligo's customer 19 

information systems. In preparing my testimony, I was also able to review some of the bills 20 
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rendered to Complainant from his utility AES Ohio, between September 22, 2017 and 1 

March 23, 2021 for each of the Premises.1   2 

Q11. What is your understanding of the dispute giving rise to the Complaint? 3 

A. Complainant alleges that, notwithstanding receiving proper notice via bill message of the 4 

fixed rate contract expiring, Eligo charged the Premises a variable rate, which was 5 

purportedly improper.  Complainant alleged that it is, therefore, owed a refund in the 6 

amount of $8,829.00.  Complainant  further claims that it is owed the aforementioned 7 

refund because the Complainant’s owner, Mr. Soni,  did not personally receive notice of 8 

the contract expiration, and he did not have access to his utility billing statements as he 9 

was out of town due to medical reasons and the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.  10 

II. ELIGO ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS 11 

Q12. Do you have knowledge of the history of Complainant's accounts with Eligo? 12 

A. Yes.  I am familiar with Complainant's accounts and records pertaining to the Premises.  13 

All such information is documented or recorded at, or near, the time of occurrence, by a 14 

person with knowledge, or from information transmitted by a person with knowledge, and 15 

all such information is recorded and maintained in the course of Eligo's regularly conducted 16 

business activity.  In my regulatory experience, these practices are consistent with the 17 

Commission’s rules and Ohio law.  I also have personal recollection of my dealings and 18 

direct communications with Complainant. 19 

 20 

                                                      
1  Complainant only provided bills rendered to Complainant after his fixed rate contract expired on August 22, 2020.  
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III. ACCOUNT HISTORY 1 

Q13. When did Complainant enroll with Eligo?  2 

A. Complainant authorized the switch of its competitive retail electric service for its three 3 

commercial accounts by agreeing to Eligo's commercial terms of service agreement for 4 

electric supply via e-sign on July 7, 2017.  See Exhibit A for a true and accurate copy of 5 

the signed agreement as admitted by Complainant.2   6 

Q14. When did Complainant begin receiving a competitive retail electric service from 7 

Eligo? 8 

A. Complainant's electric service at the Premises began with Eligo on September 22, 2017 9 

and continued until March 23, 2021. 10 

Q15.  During what period of time was Complainant receiving service under a fixed rate?  11 

A. Complainant received a fixed rate for competitive retail electric service from September 12 

22, 2017 through approximately September 22, 2020. 13 

Q16.  Why did Eligo transition Complainant to a variable rate? 14 

A. Complainant was transitioned to a variable rate because its fixed rate plan expired August 15 

22, 2020, and Complainant did not take action to renew its fixed rate plan or sign up for a 16 

new fixed rate plan. 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

                                                      
2  See Exhibit D for Complainant’s admissions. 
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Q17. During what period of time was Complainant transitioned to a variable rate? 1 

A. Pursuant to the terms of Complainant’s fixed rate plan and contract,3 upon the expiration 2 

of the fixed rate plan, Complainant was to be transitioned to a variable rate. Thus, 3 

Complainant was transitioned to a variable rate on or about September 22, 2020 and it 4 

continued to be billed at a variable rate until service with Eligo was terminated by the 5 

Complainant on March 23, 2021.  6 

Q18. Did Eligo notify Complainant of its fixed rate plan’s expiration in accordance with 7 

Ohio Administrative Code 4901:1-21-11(G)? 8 

A. Yes.  Eligo notified Complainant of its  fixed rate plan’s expiration via bill message on its 9 

bills dated March 23, 2020, May 20, 2020, June 24, 2020, and July 21, 2020, which covered 10 

the service periods of February 20, 2020 to March 23, 2020, March 23, 2020 to May 20, 11 

2020, May 20, 2020 to June 22, 2020, and June 22, 2020 to July 21, 2020, respectively.  12 

The notice displayed on Complainant's utility bills for the Premises stated: "Fixed Rate 13 

Expiration Date: 08/22/20.  Absent renewal, you may pay variable prices, subject to change 14 

monthly without limit.”  See Exhibit B for true and accurate screenshots of the electronic 15 

data interchange ("EDI") files sent to AES Ohio, Complainant’s applicable distribution 16 

utility, containing the bill messages 17 

 18 

. 19 

                                                      
3  See Exhibit A. 
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Q19.  Did Eligo use any methods in addition to bill messages to communicate to 1 

Complainant that the fixed rate plan and its fixed rate would expire absent renewal 2 

or cancellation?  3 

A. Yes.  On July 8, 2017, Eligo mailed a “welcome packet” to Complainant, which clearly set 4 

forth all terms and conditions of the Commercial Electric Supply Terms of Service 5 

Agreement, including the August 22, 2020 fixed rate expiration date.  Complainant 6 

admitted that he had received the welcome packet and reviewed the terms and conditions 7 

of the agreement included therein.4  8 

Q20.  Did Complainant renew its fixed rate contract at any point? 9 

A. No.  However, on February 4, 2021, Complainant  entered into another fixed rate contract 10 

with Eligo at a price of $0.04773 per kWh for a 36-month fixed rate term for the Premises.  11 

Moreover, on February 11, 2021, Complainant called Eligo to cancel its competitive retail 12 

electric service with Eligo for the Premises -- rescinding the newly-entered into service 13 

agreement for a fixed rate plan.  Complainant's service with Eligo terminated on March 23, 14 

2021. 15 

Q21. Was Complainant charged any penalties or fees for canceling its February 4, 2021 16 

service agreement? 17 

A. No, Eligo did not assess any Early Termination Fees against Complainant for the rescission 18 

of the February 4, 2021 service agreement.  19 

 20 

                                                      
4  See Exhibit D. 
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Q22.  Did Complainant contact Eligo to switch providers prior to February 11, 2021?  1 

A. No.  In my capacity as compliance counsel, I searched Eligo’s records, and there is no 2 

record of the Complainant contacting Eligo for any reason, including cancellation, prior to 3 

February 3, 2021 through any of the available methods of communication since his initial 4 

enrollment in 2017. 5 

Q23. Are you aware of any error in the rates charged by Eligo to Complainant for 6 

competitive retail electric service for the period of September 22, 2017 through March 7 

23, 2021?  8 

A. No, I am not aware of any errors on Complainant’s accounts.  Upon receiving a call from 9 

Complainant and, again, after receiving this subsequent complaint, Eligo reviewed the 10 

accounts and has not identified any errors in the rates charged to Complainant by Eligo for 11 

the period that Complainant received service from Eligo, September 22, 2017 through 12 

March 23, 2021.  Upon review of the research and data, it is my expert opinion that 13 

Complainant was properly charged a fixed rate of $0.04835 per kWh for 36 months per the 14 

terms of the service agreement between Complainant and Eligo.  Specifically, Complainant 15 

received a fixed rate of $0.04835 per kWh from September 22, 2017 through approximately 16 

September 22, 2020.  Thereafter, Complainant was charged a variable rate pursuant to the 17 

terms of the service agreement until Complainant's service terminated with Eligo on March 18 

23, 2021 at the request of the Complainant.  See Exhibit C for a true and accurate rate 19 

history of Complainant for competitive retail electric service charged by Eligo at the 20 

Premises.  21 

 22 

 23 
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IV. SERVICE AGREEMENT SPECIFICATIONS 1 

Q24. What relevant terms did Complainant agree to as part of the Commercial Electric 2 

Terms of Service Agreement? 3 

A. Complainant agreed to a fixed rate of $0.04773 per kWh for a 36-month term for the 4 

Premises.  Per Section III of the Terms of Service Agreement signed by Complainant, if 5 

Complainant fails to act before or after the expiration of the service agreement term, Eligo 6 

would "continue to serve such account(s) on a month-to-month holdover basis (each, a 7 

'Holdover Term')….”  Moreover, "[t]he price payable during any Holdover Term shall be 8 

based on a variable rate, and may change monthly due to current and predicted weather 9 

patterns, retail competition, wholesale commodity energy costs, fluctuations in energy 10 

supply and demand, industry regulations, pricing strategies, costs to serve customers, 11 

among many factors.  Unlike a fixed price, there is no limit on how much a variable price 12 

may change from one billing cycle to the next billing cycle.  Variable rate agreements will 13 

automatically renew on a month-to month basis and can be cancelled at any time by either 14 

party without any early termination fee.  This Agreement shall continue to govern the 15 

provision of service during any Holdover Term.  During a Holdover Term, Eligo may at 16 

any time move any account(s) to an Alternative Service without penalty or prejudice."  17 

Clearly, Eligo’s service agreement explained what would happen at the end of the fixed 18 

rate term if Complainant did not take any action to renew its fixed rate plan or switch 19 

competitive retail electric suppliers.  Eligo also disclosed the factors that cause a variable 20 

rate to fluctuate as required by Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-21-05.  21 

 22 

 23 
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Q25. What is a fixed rate with regard to the provision of competitive retail electric service? 1 

A. In my regulatory experience and consistent with the Commission’s rules, a fixed rate for 2 

the provision of competitive retail electric service allows a customer to lock in a rate for 3 

electric supply for a certain period of time.  Based on my regulatory experience, there are 4 

advantages and disadvantages to a fixed rate.  Choosing a fixed rate plan allows a customer 5 

to know the exact cost of electricity supply.  This protects the customer from unexpected 6 

increases in electricity costs, and the rate remains fixed for the time period regardless of 7 

what happens to the price of electricity in the competitive market.  8 

Q26. What is a variable electric supply rate? 9 

A. In my regulatory experience and consistent with the Commission’s rules, a variable rate 10 

for electricity supply can change periodically based on the electricity supply and relevant 11 

energy markets as well as other factors such as current and predicted weather patterns, 12 

retail competition, wholesale commodity energy costs, fluctuations in energy supply and 13 

demand, industry regulations, pricing strategies, costs to serve customers.  Based on my 14 

regulatory experience, there are advantages and disadvantages to a variable rate.  For 15 

example, a customer may benefit if the cost of electricity supply decreases, but the 16 

customer may pay more if the cost of electricity supply increases.  Unlike a fixed rate 17 

contract, a customer may leave a variable rate contract at any time without penalties or 18 

termination fees.   19 

Q27. Are you aware if the Commission permits suppliers to charge variable rates?  20 

A. Yes, it is my understanding, through my regulatory experience as Eligo’s compliance 21 

counsel, that the Commission authorizes competitive retail electric suppliers to offer this 22 
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type of "fixed-to-variable" contract structure and charge the applicable rates.  More 1 

specifically, Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-21-11(F)(2)  contemplates such a structure, subject 2 

to the supplier providing a specific type of notice prior to the fixed rate expiration for 3 

residential and small commercial customers.  4 

V. FACTS AND COMMUNICATIONS SURROUNDING COMPLAINT  5 

Q28.  While Complainant was receiving competitive retail electric service from Eligo, what 6 

methods of communication were available to Complainant for Complainant to 7 

contact Eligo regarding the cancellation of its service or renewal of its fixed rate plan?  8 

A. Complainant was able to contact Eligo through several methods:  i) via telephone by calling 9 

Eligo's customer service line toll-free at 888-744-8125; ii) via facsimile by faxing Eligo's 10 

customer service line at 312-489-8462; iii) via electronic correspondence by emailing 11 

either Eligo's customer service or sales departments at either 12 

customerservice@eligoenergy.com or commercialsales@eligoenergy.com, respectively; 13 

and iv) via written correspondence by mailing Eligo at 201 W. Lake St., Ste. 151, Chicago, 14 

Illinois 60606.  Eligo’s contact information and various methods of communication are 15 

readily available in the welcome packet that Complainant received and reviewed following 16 

his enrollment,5 on the Complainant's utility bill under the section titled, "Supply 17 

Charges,”6 and/or online at www.eligoenergy.com.  Additionally, Complainant could have 18 

indirectly contacted Eligo by requesting cancellation through its utility, AES Ohio.  19 

 20 

                                                      
5  See Exhibit D (Complainant admitting that it received and its owner reviewed the welcome packet containing this 

information).   

6  See Exhibit E (Complainant’s account numbers have been redacted). 

http://www.eligoenergy.com/
mailto:commercialsales@eligoenergy.com
mailto:customerservice@eligoenergy.com
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Q29. When did Complainant first contact Eligo regarding the expiration of its fixed rate 1 

plan service agreement or the variable charges that Complainant was receiving for 2 

its competitive retail electric service? 3 

A. According to Eligo's business records, Complainant first contacted Eligo on February 3, 4 

2021 by calling our customer service department.  From the company’s business records, 5 

the owner of the Complainant, Mr. Soni, called to complain about the rates being charged 6 

for competitive retail electric service at the Premises and stated that he did not receive the 7 

bill message reminders of the Complainant’s fixed rate plan expiring due to Mr. Soni being 8 

out of town.  On the same day and on multiple occasions thereafter, Eligo's billing team 9 

and an Eligo customer service supervisor reviewed the accounts and offered to Mr. Soni a 10 

$500.00 one-time courtesy credit to be applied to the Complainant’s accounts. 11 

Q30.  Did Complainant accept any courtesy credit from Eligo? 12 

A.  No.  Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, declined the courtesy credit offered to him on 13 

February 3, 2021 and stated that he would file a complaint against Eligo with the 14 

Commission.  15 

Q31.  Did Complainant file a complaint against Eligo with the Commission? 16 

A. Yes.  I learned from Commission Staff that Complainant filed an informal complaint with 17 

the Commission on February 16, 2021.  Eligo cooperated with the Commission Staff with 18 

the informal investigation. 19 

 20 
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Q32. Were there any other communications between Eligo and Complainant after the 1 

February 3, 2021 Telephone Call and the filing of the informal complaint with the 2 

Commission?   3 

A. Yes.  Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, contacted Eligo on several occasions to discuss 4 

the accounts and requested a full refund or re-rate of the accounts for any variable charges 5 

assessed to the three accounts.   6 

The first contact with me was made on March 3, 2021.  I offered Mr. Soni, on behalf of 7 

Complainant, a one-time $500.00 courtesy credit to be applied to the accounts, but Mr. 8 

Soni declined.  Also as a courtesy and as the regulatory expert and compliance specialist, 9 

I agreed to further investigate the matter and determine if a higher credit was warranted.   10 

On March 9, 2021, Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, called me to request the status of 11 

my own investigation, and I advised Mr. Soni that the matter was still under investigation.  12 

On March 12, 2021, Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, called me again requesting 13 

another status update.  I advised Mr. Soni that based on my investigation of the facts of the 14 

case, no additional credit (above the $500.00 previously offered) was warranted, and thus, 15 

no additional credit would be offered by Eligo.  I advised Mr. Soni that the courtesy credit 16 

was offered in good faith to resolve the matter and was in part due to the difficulties that 17 

he, as Complainant’s owner, purportedly faced in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.  18 

Mr. Soni rejected the courtesy credit and became very belligerent.  Mr. Soni began to 19 

verbally harass me with degrading and foul language.  Despite this experience and enduring 20 

Mr. Soni’s verbal abuse, I gave Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, another chance to 21 

accept the $500.00 courtesy credit, and Mr. Soni again rejected the courtesy credit.  Mr. 22 

Soni also stated to me that he did not need the money and was not looking for charity.  I 23 
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thanked Mr. Soni for his time and terminated the call, while he continued to be verbally 1 

abusive.   2 

Mr. Soni, on behalf of Complainant, attempted to contact me several times on or around 3 

March 15, 2021.  I allowed the calls to go to voice mail in an effort to avoid further verbal 4 

abuse from Mr. Soni.  After contacting the Commission on March 16, 2021 to confirm that 5 

the informal complaint filed by Complainant against Eligo on February 16, 2021 was 6 

closed in favor of Eligo, subject to formal review, I reached out to Complainant in good 7 

faith on March 23, 2021 and again offered a $500.00 courtesy credit.  Mr. Soni, on behalf 8 

of Complainant, returned my call approximately an hour later that same day.  I explained 9 

that although the informal complaint had been investigated by the Commission and closed, 10 

Complainant had the right to file a formal complaint with the Commission.  I once again 11 

offered Complainant the one-time $500.00 courtesy credit, and Mr. Soni again refused the 12 

credit as he repeated profanities at me.  I then terminated the call.   13 

VI. COMPLIANCE 14 

Q33. Based upon your regulatory and compliance expertise, from your understanding of 15 

the facts of the case, Complainant's account history, and applicable rules and 16 

regulations, did Eligo comply with all applicable rules and regulations while 17 

providing competitive retail electric service to Complainant?  18 

A. Yes.  Based on my experience and from my understanding of the facts of this complaint 19 

case, Complainant's account history, Complainant’s responses to discovery requests, and 20 

relevant regulatory requirements, I am not aware of an instance where Eligo acted in non-21 

compliance with the Commission’s rules.  In my expert opinion, I do not believe that any 22 

refund or rerate for service provided while Complainant was a customer of Eligo is required 23 
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or warranted.  In summary: i) Eligo and Complainant properly entered into a fixed rate 1 

service agreement with Complainant to provide Complainant with competitive retail 2 

electric service; ii) Eligo properly charged Complainant the agreed upon fixed rate for the 3 

agreed upon term; iii) Eligo properly notified Complainant of the impending fixed rate 4 

expiration and conversion to a variable rate if no action was taken via bill message on 5 

numerous bills prior to being transitioned to a variable rate; iv) Complainant regularly paid 6 

Eligo’s charges for services rendered from September 22,  2017  to March 23, 2021; and 7 

v) upon the expiration of the fixed rate service agreement, Eligo properly transitioned 8 

Complainant to a variable rate and charged Complainant the applicable variable rates as 9 

disclosed in the terms of service agreement reviewed and signed by Complainant.  10 

VII. COMPLAINANT’S PROPOSED RERATE CALCULATIONS 11 

Q34. Have you reviewed the proposed rerate calculations sought by the Complainant in its 12 

Complaint? 13 

A. Yes, I have.  To arrive at Complainant’s requested relief, Complainant simply applied its 14 

initial fixed rate of $0.04835 per kWh to Complainant’s usage for the months after the 36-15 

month fixed rate term expired and compared that amount to its actual bill to arrive at the 16 

difference, which Complainant is calling the rerate amount. 17 

Q35. Do you agree with the rerate calculations proposed by Complainant in its Complaint?  18 

A. No.  It is unrealistic and impractical to apply a fixed rate that was calculated and hedged 19 

for a specific 36-month period to any successive terms.  Many factors in the energy market 20 

and Complainant's own historical usage have changed since that rate was offered to 21 

Complainant in 2017.  If a rerate is owed to Complainant for the months after the 36-month 22 
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fixed rate term expired when Complainant was taking service pursuant to a variable rate 1 

(which it is not), it would be inappropriate to apply the initial fixed rate for the initial 2 

service agreement term to calculate the difference in charges.  Additionally, Complainant 3 

failed to take into consideration any usage adjustments provided by its utility, AES Ohio, 4 

during the time the customer took service from Eligo.  5 

Q36. If Complainant was owed a rerate for the months after the 36-month fixed rate term 6 

expired (which it is not), what rate should be applied to calculate the difference in 7 

charges? 8 

A. While Eligo believes that it applied the appropriate variable rate authorized pursuant to its 9 

service agreement, the alternative rate to apply is the commercial price-to-compare rate.  10 

The price-to-compare rate is a rate that Complainant may have been charged had it not 11 

chosen another supplier and returned to its utility to be served by its utility, AES Ohio, for 12 

the supply portion of its bill.  The commercial price-to-compare rate would be applicable 13 

for all three accounts because Eligo served the Premises collectively under a commercial 14 

terms of service agreement and Complainant received commercial rates and services for 15 

all three accounts.  16 

VIII. CONCLUSION 17 

Q37. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 18 

A. Yes.  19 
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EXHIBIT A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dear Som Soni,

Welcome to Eligo Energy! This welcome packet will give you additional details as you join the many who have
taken a smarter approach to energy.

Next steps include:

1. Eligo Energy has counter-signed the agreement and is including a copy for your records.
2. Energy Supply Service has or will begin shortly after the start date as indicated in your agreement.
3. DPL will send a monthly bill with their charges for delivery and Eligo Energy's charges for supply.

As your local utility, DPL will still read your meter, handle any power outages or emergency services, and continue
to send you your bill, just like they always have. DPL will also be sending you a letter to confirm your switch to Eligo
Energy.

Enclosed for your records is a copy of the terms and conditions of your agreement with Eligo Energy. For your
convenience we have summarized key details of your agreement below:

Customer Name AdTech Systems Research Inc
Effective Rate: $0.04835/kwh
Length of Contract 36 months
Customer Service
Phone 888-327-1210

Customer Service Email commercialsales@eligoenergy.com

If you have any questions regarding your energy bill or contract, please contact customer service at the information
listed above.

205 W. Randolph Ave Suite 1040 | Chicago, IL 60647 | [P] 888-744-8125 | [F] 312-489-8462 | www.eligoenergy.com
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EXHIBIT B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
UTILITY BILL MESSAGES - EXPIRATION NOTICES 
 
 
Bill dated 03/23/2020, which covered the service periods of 02/20/2020 to 03/23/2020. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Bill dated 05/20/2020, which covered the service periods of 03/23/2020 to 05/20/2020.  

 

 

 
 



 
 
 
Bill dated 06/24/2020, which covered the service periods of 05/20/2020 to 06/22/2020. 

 
 
 
 
Bill dated 7/21/2020, which covered the service periods of 6/22/2020 to 7/21/2020. 

 

 

 



 
EXHIBIT C 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



utility_account_number_raw display_name account_type invoice_number invoice_date billable_usage service_start_date service_end_date billed_rate total_charges outstanding_amount status utility_name account_status commodity billing_method svc_state drop_date
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL170922E27947769 10/28/17 3320 9/22/17 10/24/17 0.04835 160.52 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171024E279477F4 11/25/17 4600 10/24/17 11/17/17 0.04835 222.41 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171117E279477CD 12/23/17 7400 11/17/17 12/18/17 0.04835 357.79 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171218E279477BC 1/26/18 9840 12/18/17 1/22/18 0.04835 475.76 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180122E279477E3 2/25/18 7680 1/22/18 2/20/18 0.04835 371.33 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180220E2794774D 3/27/18 6560 2/20/18 3/22/18 0.04835 317.18 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180322E279477AF 4/27/18 5840 3/22/18 4/20/18 0.04835 282.36 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180420E279477BF 5/28/18 3200 4/20/18 5/22/18 0.04835 154.72 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180522E279477CA 6/29/18 3040 5/22/18 6/21/18 0.04835 146.98 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180621E27947733 7/29/18 3240 6/21/18 7/23/18 0.04835 156.65 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180723E2794774F 8/31/18 3360 7/23/18 8/23/18 0.04835 162.46 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180823E279477FF 9/29/18 2960 8/23/18 9/21/18 0.04835 143.12 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180921E27947723 10/29/18 3240 9/21/18 10/23/18 0.04835 156.65 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181023E279477C5 11/25/18 5800 10/23/18 11/20/18 0.04835 280.43 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181120E27947750 12/24/18 9560 11/20/18 12/19/18 0.04835 462.23 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181219E27947732 1/27/19 13360 12/19/18 1/22/19 0.04835 645.96 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190122E27947796 2/20/19 15400 1/22/19 2/20/19 0.04835 744.59 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190220E279477BF 3/21/19 12920 2/20/19 3/21/19 0.04835 624.68 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190321E279477B2 4/22/19 5680 3/21/19 4/22/19 0.04835 274.63 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190422E2794771B 5/22/19 3240 4/22/19 5/22/19 0.04835 156.65 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190522E27947747 6/20/19 2680 5/22/19 6/20/19 0.04835 129.58 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190620E279477C0 7/23/19 4440 6/20/19 7/23/19 0.04835 214.67 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190723E2794777D 8/22/19 4680 7/23/19 8/22/19 0.04835 226.28 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190822E279477F8 9/20/19 3320 8/22/19 9/20/19 0.04835 160.52 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190920E2794773D 10/23/19 4080 9/20/19 10/23/19 0.04835 197.27 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191023E2794773D 11/20/19 6520 10/23/19 11/20/19 0.04835 315.24 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191120E279477AA 12/18/19 8440 11/20/19 12/18/19 0.04835 408.07 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191218E2794778F 1/21/20 9840 12/18/19 1/21/20 0.04835 475.76 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200121EAD0EA7 2/20/20 10560 1/21/20 2/20/20 0.04835 510.58 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200220E7B0FCB 3/23/20 10800 2/20/20 3/23/20 0.04835 522.18 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323ED5A067 4/22/20 6120 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 295.9 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200323ED5A067 5/23/20 -6120 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 -295.9 -295.9 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323EC684AD 5/20/20 11480 3/23/20 5/20/20 0.04835 555.06 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200520EBF05EA 6/22/20 3400 5/20/20 6/22/20 0.04835 164.39 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200622EF21232 7/21/20 4600 6/22/20 7/21/20 0.04835 222.41 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200721EA5BD58 8/20/20 4480 7/21/20 8/20/20 0.04835 216.61 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200820E8F6191 9/22/20 4080 8/20/20 9/22/20 0.04835 197.27 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200922EC9D538 10/23/20 2720 9/22/20 10/23/20 0.06750 183.6 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201023E5129CC 11/18/20 3360 10/23/20 11/18/20 0.06750 226.8 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201118E7739DE 12/18/20 6280 11/18/20 12/18/20 0.14000 879.2 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201218E3B86CE 1/28/21 12480 12/18/20 1/21/21 0.13175 1644.24 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210121EC428B6 2/25/21 11200 1/21/21 2/18/21 0.14000 1568 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2062279477 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210218E0ACD0B 3/30/21 6960 2/18/21 3/23/21 0.14000 974.4 295.9 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21



utility_account_number_raw display_name account_type invoice_number invoice_date billable_usage service_start_date service_end_date billed_rate total_charges outstanding_amount status utility_name account_status commodity billing_method svc_state drop_date
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL170922E006283FA 10/29/17 1280 9/22/17 10/24/17 0.04835 61.89 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171024E006283FA 11/24/17 4000 10/24/17 11/17/17 0.04835 193.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171117E006283E6 12/23/17 9120 11/17/17 12/18/17 0.04835 440.95 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171218E006283EA 1/26/18 13360 12/18/17 1/22/18 0.04835 645.96 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180122E00628357 2/25/18 8080 1/22/18 2/20/18 0.04835 390.67 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180220E00628314 3/27/18 6880 2/20/18 3/22/18 0.04835 332.65 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180322E0062838F 4/27/18 5680 3/22/18 4/20/18 0.04835 274.63 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180420E00628304 5/28/18 1840 4/20/18 5/22/18 0.04835 88.96 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180522E00628330 6/29/18 1360 5/22/18 6/21/18 0.04835 65.76 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180621E006283AC 7/29/18 1680 6/21/18 7/23/18 0.04835 81.23 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180723E00628311 8/31/18 1600 7/23/18 8/23/18 0.04835 77.36 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180823E006283B9 9/29/18 1840 8/23/18 9/21/18 0.04835 88.96 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180921E00628330 10/29/18 1840 9/21/18 10/23/18 0.04835 88.96 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181023E00628322 11/25/18 5040 10/23/18 11/20/18 0.04835 243.68 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181120E006283DD 12/24/18 7760 11/20/18 12/19/18 0.04835 375.2 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181219E00628336 1/27/19 9680 12/19/18 1/22/19 0.04835 468.03 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190122E006283B7 2/20/19 10080 1/22/19 2/20/19 0.04835 487.37 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190220E006283CE 3/21/19 8080 2/20/19 3/21/19 0.04835 390.67 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190321E00628370 4/22/19 4400 3/21/19 4/22/19 0.04835 212.74 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190422E0062833C 5/22/19 1760 4/22/19 5/22/19 0.04835 85.1 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190522E0062833A 6/20/19 960 5/22/19 6/20/19 0.04835 46.42 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190620E00628334 7/23/19 2800 6/20/19 7/23/19 0.04835 135.38 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190723E0062839C 8/22/19 1920 7/23/19 8/22/19 0.04835 92.83 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190822E0062839B 9/20/19 1200 8/22/19 9/20/19 0.04835 58.02 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190920E0062837A 10/23/19 1280 9/20/19 10/23/19 0.04835 61.89 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191023E00628339 11/20/19 5040 10/23/19 11/20/19 0.04835 243.68 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191120E006283FC 12/18/19 6480 11/20/19 12/18/19 0.04835 313.31 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191218E00628316 1/21/20 7600 12/18/19 1/21/20 0.04835 367.46 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200121E461D16 2/20/20 7360 1/21/20 2/20/20 0.04835 355.86 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200220EDDC82D 3/23/20 6800 2/20/20 3/23/20 0.04835 328.78 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323EA0B6C2 4/22/20 3760 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 181.8 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200323EA0B6C2 5/23/20 -3760 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 -181.8 -181.8 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323E2FD4B2 5/20/20 7040 3/23/20 5/20/20 0.04835 340.38 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200520E4A4102 6/22/20 640 5/20/20 6/22/20 0.04834 30.94 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200622E65F73D 7/21/20 1040 6/22/20 7/21/20 0.04835 50.28 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200721E3B06EB 8/20/20 880 7/21/20 8/20/20 0.04835 42.55 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200820E0D8269 9/22/20 960 8/20/20 9/22/20 0.04835 46.42 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200922E22F121 10/23/20 1600 9/22/20 10/23/20 0.11536 184.58 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200820E0D8269 12/10/20 -960 8/20/20 9/22/20 0.04835 -46.42 -46.42 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200622E65F73D 12/10/20 -1040 6/22/20 7/21/20 0.04835 -50.28 -50.28 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200922E22F121 12/10/20 -1600 9/22/20 10/23/20 0.11536 -184.58 -184.58 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200721E3B06EB 12/10/20 -880 7/21/20 8/20/20 0.04835 -42.55 -42.55 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200622E160F43 12/18/20 17040 6/22/20 12/18/20 0.04835 823.88 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201218EA9471A 1/28/21 7360 12/18/20 1/21/21 0.14000 1030.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210121E0CC597 2/25/21 8480 1/21/21 2/18/21 0.14000 1187.2 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
2408006283 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210218ECED641 3/30/21 5920 2/18/21 3/23/21 0.14000 828.8 505.63 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21



utility_account_number_raw display_name account_type invoice_number invoice_date billable_usage service_start_date service_end_date billed_rate total_charges outstanding_amount status utility_name account_status commodity billing_method svc_state drop_date
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL170922E6431300F 10/28/17 400 9/22/17 10/24/17 0.04835 19.34 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171024E643130A0 11/24/17 1520 10/24/17 11/17/17 0.04835 73.49 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171117E6431303A 12/23/17 2880 11/17/17 12/18/17 0.04835 139.25 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL171218E643130F8 1/26/18 4960 12/18/17 1/22/18 0.04835 239.82 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180122E643130B7 2/25/18 3920 1/22/18 2/20/18 0.04835 189.53 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180220E643130D6 3/27/18 3680 2/20/18 3/22/18 0.04835 177.93 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180322E64313089 4/27/18 1760 3/22/18 4/20/18 0.04835 85.1 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180420E6431309D 5/28/18 480 4/20/18 5/22/18 0.04835 23.21 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180522E643130A1 6/29/18 400 5/22/18 6/21/18 0.04835 19.34 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180621E64313095 7/29/18 320 6/21/18 7/23/18 0.04834 15.47 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180723E643130C6 8/31/18 400 7/23/18 8/23/18 0.04835 19.34 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180823E64313053 9/29/18 240 8/23/18 9/21/18 0.04833 11.6 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL180921E643130EF 10/29/18 720 9/21/18 10/23/18 0.04835 34.81 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181023E64313053 11/25/18 1440 10/23/18 11/20/18 0.04835 69.62 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181120E64313087 12/24/18 1920 11/20/18 12/19/18 0.04835 92.83 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL181219E64313086 1/27/19 4160 12/19/18 1/22/19 0.04835 201.14 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190122E64313018 2/20/19 4400 1/22/19 2/20/19 0.04835 212.74 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190220E64313066 3/21/19 4000 2/20/19 3/21/19 0.04835 193.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190321E643130B0 4/22/19 1440 3/21/19 4/22/19 0.04835 69.62 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190422E6431301B 5/22/19 640 4/22/19 5/22/19 0.04834 30.94 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190522E643130DC 6/20/19 320 5/22/19 6/20/19 0.04834 15.47 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190620E643130DA 7/23/19 400 6/20/19 7/23/19 0.04835 19.34 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190723E6431309A 8/22/19 400 7/23/19 8/22/19 0.04835 19.34 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190822E6431301A 9/20/19 480 8/22/19 9/20/19 0.04835 23.21 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL190920E643130BA 10/23/19 960 9/20/19 10/23/19 0.04835 46.42 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191023E6431301D 11/20/19 2800 10/23/19 11/20/19 0.04835 135.38 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191120E64313072 12/18/19 3360 11/20/19 12/18/19 0.04835 162.46 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL191218E64313095 1/21/20 3920 12/18/19 1/21/20 0.04835 189.53 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200121EBFEC6F 2/20/20 4000 1/21/20 2/20/20 0.04835 193.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200220E6F507D 3/23/20 3280 2/20/20 3/23/20 0.04835 158.59 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323ECA9565 4/22/20 1920 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 92.83 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General CELIDPL200323ECA9565 5/23/20 -1920 3/23/20 4/22/20 0.04835 -92.83 -92.83 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200323EEB3807 5/20/20 4240 3/23/20 5/20/20 0.04835 205 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200520E0160D4 6/22/20 480 5/20/20 6/22/20 0.04835 23.21 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200622EEFBD2A 7/21/20 320 6/22/20 7/21/20 0.04834 15.47 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200721E79D6DA 8/20/20 320 7/21/20 8/20/20 0.04834 15.47 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200820E622172 9/22/20 480 8/20/20 9/22/20 0.04835 23.21 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL200922E8A76B4 10/23/20 880 9/22/20 10/23/20 0.06750 59.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201023EF83924 11/18/20 1120 10/23/20 11/18/20 0.06750 75.6 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201118E30D6A1 12/18/20 1760 11/18/20 12/18/20 0.14000 246.4 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL201218E1E0414 1/28/21 4160 12/18/20 1/21/21 0.12115 503.98 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210121E5095DA 2/25/21 4000 1/21/21 2/18/21 0.14000 560 0 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21
3686643130 ADTECH SYSTEMS RESEARCH Commercial General ELIDPL210218EA4DFAF 3/30/21 2480 2/18/21 3/23/21 0.14000 347.2 92.83 Accepted Dayton Power And Light dropped Electric UBR OH 3/23/21



EXHIBIT D 



REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

RFA-01-01 Please admit that the document attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true 

and accurate copy of the Electric Service Agreement executed by 

Complainant and Eligo on July 10, 2017.  

Response: 

ADMIT 

RFA-01-02 Please admit that the document attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true 

and accurate copy of the Welcome Packet mailed to Complainant by 

Eligo on July 8, 2017.  

Response: 

ADMIT 

RFA-01-03 Please admit that no written modifications were made to the Electric 

Service Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit A, after Complainant 

and Eligo executed the agreement on July 10, 2017.  

Response: 

ADMIT 

RFA-01-04 Please admit that Complainant was able to contact Eligo at any time 

prior to its fixed-rate contract expiring on August 22, 2021 to enter 

into a new contract.   

Response: 
DO NOT ADMIT 

RFA-01-05 Please admit that Complainant made no attempt to contact Eligo to 

enter into a new contract prior to the expiration of its initial July 10, 

2017 contract. 

Response: 

ADMIT 



RFA-01-06 Please admit that Complainant was able to contact Eligo at any time 

after its July 10, 2017 fixed-rate contract expired on August 22, 2021 

to enter into a new contract.   

Response: 
 DO NOT ADMIT 

 

 

 

RFA-01-07 Please admit that Complainant made no attempt to cancel its July 

10, 2017 contract with Eligo or the subsequent renewals prior to 

February 3, 2021. 

 

Response: 
 DO NOT ADMIT 

 

 

 

RFA-01-08 Please admit that Complainant made no attempt to switch providers 

prior to February 11, 2021.  

 

Response: 
 ADMIT 

 

 

 

RFA-01-09 Please admit that Complainant made no attempt to contact Eligo to 

enter into a new contract after the expiration of its initial July 10, 

2017 contract until February 3, 2021.  

 

Response: 
 ADMIT 

 

 

RFA-01-10 Please admit that on February 4, 2021 Complainant entered into a  

new fixed-rate contract, separate from the Electric Service 

Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit A.  

Response: 

 ADMIT  

 

 

 

RFA-01-11 Please admit that on February 11, 2021 Complainant cancelled the 

new, February 4, 2021 fixed-rate contract.   

Response: 
 ADMIT 

 



RFA-01-12 Please admit that Complainant did not enter into any other contracts 

with Eligo or its representatives other than: 1) the Electric Service 

Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit A and 2) the separate fixed-

rate contract executed on February 4, 2021.  

Response: 

ADMIT 

RFA-01-13 Please admit that the document attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true 

and accurate copy of bill messages provided to Complainant by 

Eligo regarding the expiration of the fixed-rate contract executed by 

Complainant and Eligo on July 10, 2017.  

Response: 
DO NOT ADMIT 

RFA-01-14 Please admit that Complainant never notified Eligo or its 

representatives about Complainant’s health conditions referenced in 

the Complaint (cardiovascular conditions, type 2 diabetes, 

complications from cardiovascular surgery, hematoma of the leg, 

and brain injury) prior to March 3, 2021.   

Response: 

DO NOT ADMIT 

RFA-01-15 Please admit that Eligo offered a courtesy refund to resolve 

Complainant’s concerns regarding high bills on February 11, 2021 

and various dates thereafter.  

Response: 

DO NOT ADMIT 

RFA-01-16 Please admit that Complainant rejected Eligo’s offers, made on 

February 11, 2021 and various dates thereafter, to provide 

Complainant a courtesy refund of $500.  

Response: 

ADMIT 



RFA-01-17 Please admit that Eligo complied with  the rules set forth in the Ohio 

Administrative Code in supplying electricity to Complainant from 

September 22, 2017 through August 22, 2021.  

Response: 

 DO NOT ADMIT 

 

 

 

RFA-01-18 Please admit that Eligo complied with  the rules set forth in the Ohio 

Administrative Code in supplying electricity to Complainant from 

August 22, 2021 through March 23, 2021.  

Response: 

 DO NOT ADMIT 
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